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tion the lining that is Suspended from the 
projecting lining Supports 12 is so construct 
ed that, no cement or other bond is required 
between the indi widual bricks and by the use 
of slip-type or sealed joints at all meeting 
edges the bricks are assembled in Such rela 
tion to · each other that the greatest degree 
of heat can be endured and the imewitable 
expansion can take place. Without injury. 
At the same time a free circulation of 'air, 
confined to the space behind the aprOn, is 
maintained. The lining SupportS 12 are 
special bricks bonded into the permanent 
wall at regularly spaced intervals, in Selected 
tiers or courses thereof, being thus located 
ower the inner face of the permanent Wall in 
horizontal and wertical alignment with each 
other. This arrangement, With a like ar 
rangement of Suspension means On the lining 
?' prowides a highly important and 

nowel feature in air-cooled furnace Wall con 
struction which will be referred to after the 
constructional features of the lining hawe 
been explained. These features form highly: 
important and nowel characteristics of the 
present invention. Experts in the art, Will 
recognize, that With the danger of deteriora 
tion from undue expansion eliminated, the 
initial cost can be reduced by the use of !! 
much thinner brick; and that the absence of 
a cementitious, fire clay or other bond, when 
the bricks are constructed and assembled inr 
the manner now to be described, enables 
speedy repair of any portion of the lining. 
The Wall supports 12 provide for the 

Suspension of the lining or facing thereon, 
as shoWn best in FigS. 1 and 2. In building 
the lining, bricks are used hawing the nowel 
characteristics shown in Figs. 4, 5 and 6. 
Rach horizontal row of the projecting sup 
portS 12, Sustains a tier of lining brick con 
Sisting of alternately arranged inter-engag 
ing brick_apronS 14 and 16 (Figs. 4 and 5). 
The relation of the vertical spacing of the 
horizontal rows of supports 12, to the wer 
tical dimension of the bricks 14 and 16, pur 
pOSely is Such that after successive tiers 
formed of the aprom bricks have been Sus 
pended, a space or horizontal channer is left; 
between each tier. These channels are filled, 
and the continuity of the lining is com 
pleted, by introducing in these channels al 
ternately arranged inter-engaging filler 
bricks 18 and 20 (Figs. 1 and 6). 
The type of refractory lining just de 

Scribed in general terms, provides for ready 
removability and replacement of any tier, 
Or of any portion of the lining as will be 
better understood from the following de 
tailed deScription. It will be observed that 
the wertical rows of lining brick, for ex 
ample a rOW composed of alternating brick 
aprOnS 14 and filler brick - 18, or of brick 
aprOnS 16 and filler brick 20, produce a wall 
constructed of a Series of adjoining vertical 
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panels, that is, the wertical joints betWeen 
the bricks in adjoining horizontal rOWS are 
not staggered as is customary in a_maSOnry 
wall. This construction is particularly ad 
wantageous in repair Work as Will presently 
be explained. ? 
Each brick apron 14 (Fig. 4) COmprises 

70 

a body 21 of the desired thickness, tWo rear .. 
side-fianges 22 and a bottom-flange 28 ex 
tending from the body material, a top-flangé 
24 in a plane at the rear of the body and 
preferably, although not neceSSarily, tWQ dé 
pending suspension.lugS 25 each of Which 
may have its lower face concaWely curved, or 
otherwise recessed to fit ower the upwardly 
projecting lugS 18 on the SupportS 12, . Thé 
lateral spacing of the lugs 25 is Such that 
when a brick ̀ 14 is suspended One Such lug 
seats and locks on One edge Of the Sup 
port 12 while the other seats and lockS 
on " the adjacent edge of the next support 
12, the entire row being thus SuSpended wer- · 
tically like an apron (see FigS. 2 and 8). 
Attention is called to the fact that the top 
and bottom edges of the brick apronS 14 are 
oblique to the front and rear faces, the 
slope being inward and downward after the 
brick is suspended (see Rig. 2). The brick 
aprons 16 are generally similar to the brick 
aprOnS 14 except that each brick 16 is pro 
wided with front side-flanges 26 instead of 
rear side-fianges. The bottom and top 
fianges 28^ and 24’ on each brick 16 are the 
same as the like flangeS On a brick 14 ex 
cept that they are shorter, and the Suspen 
sion lugS 25° are just the Same in both shape 
and lateral spacing. Beweled top and bot 
tom edges are prOwided on each brick 16 of 
the same obliquity as those of a brick 14. 
In building a Suspended tier or lining 

apron from the bricks 14 and 16 they are 
hung alternately by their rear lugs 25 and 
25° on the supportS 12, the rear side-flanges 
of the bricks 14 underlying the front side 
flanges of the bricks 16, (see R'ig. 1). The 
lugs 25 and 25^ interlock firmly with the 
lugS 18 and draw the rear faces of the Sus 
pended brickS. Snugly against the end faces 
of the projecting bricks or other element 12 
forming the supporting medium (see R'ig. 
2). The bricks in any such tier' are not 
forced together tightly laterally but are pur 
pOSely hung With Sufficient Space left be 
tween them to allow for expansion. 
To_complete the continuity of the linin 

the filler bricks 18 and 20 are seated in the 
| horizontal channels already referred to, be 
| tween the tiers formed of "Suspended brick, 
aprOnS 14and 16. Each filler brick 20 (Fig. 
6) comprises a body 28 and a rear key mem 
ber. 80, the bottom edge of which is flush 
With the bottom edge of the body 28 (see 
Fig. 2) but which is so proportioned as to 
be both narrower and shorter than the body. 
This prowides a front top-flange 81 and two 
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front side-fianges 82. The length of the 
body 28 is the same as the width of the face 
of a Suspended brick aprOn 16 since it is tO 
be assembled in the wertical panel of which 
the Suspended brick 16 form a part. ILike 
wise the length of the key unenaber 80 is 
the Same as that of the bottom-fl:ange 28° 
on a Suspended brick aprom 16. The com 
tinuity of the vertical edges of the panel 
are thus preserwed. Each filler brick 18 
(shown only in Fig. 1) has a body 28” equal 
in length to the face of a suspended brick 
aprOn 14 and its kew member 80 is so pro)- 
portioned as to prOwide two rear side-fl:ang('s 
88 and a front top-flamore 817. this key being 
of the same length as the bottom-fiange 2:} 
on the Suspended brick 14 (see Fig. 1). 
This preserwes the continuity of the verti 
cal edges of the panel composed of the sus 
pended bricks 14 and filler bricks 18. The 
filler bricks of both types have beweled top 
and bottom edges of the same obliquity as 
the like edges on the suspended brickS.' , 

In assembling the filler bricks with the 
lining aprons formed by the tiers of sus 
pended bricks, first a filler brick 18 is seat 
ed between each pair of wertically adjacent 
bricks 14 of several panels, and then a brick 
20_is Seated between each pair of wertically 
adjacent brickS 16 of the adjacent {}anels 
and So on until the facing is completed. The 
filler bricks are retained in these spaces by 
reason of the obliquity of their seating and 
by the top-fianges 24 and 24’ of the apron 
bricks which form rear stops. The wertical 
dimension of each filler brick is such that 
it fits loosely in the channel between the 
tiers of Suspended brick, thus allowing for 
expansion (see H'igs. 1 and 2). 
The loose joining of all the brickS used in 

forming the lining and the absence of any 
bonding material whatever, permits free ex 
pansion of each indi widual brick both wer 
tically and laterally, so that danger of 
crushing from this expansion is avoided and 
much thinner brick may be used than those 

, now available for masonry or bonded lin 
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IImgS. 
It will he observed that the lugs 25 and 

25” and Supporting brickS 12 maintain the 
mowel suspended lining or facing spaced 
from the permanent furnace wall 10 and, 
as heretofore stated, there is a free circu 
|lation of air through this space. This may 
be a forced circulation, if desired, the usual 
intake and exhaust passages through the 
wall 10 being provided. 'the lugs for suS 
pending the lining brickS are. SO spaced 
thereon as to provide both horizontal and 
wertical rows hawing the Same Spacing as 
the · projecting lining Supporting bricks 
bonded into the permanent Wall. The rea 
son for locating the lugS On the Suspended 
members So that they also Will be in hori 
Zontal and wertical alignment. With each 
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other after assembly, is that it a flords the 
important prowision for building wholly 
wertical or wholly horizontal air` passages 
in the Wall. The size and Spacing of the 
lugS On the lining bricks and On the co-op 
erating supporting bricks, both horizontally 
and wertically, are purposely designed and 
arranged as described SO that it is only nec 
eSSary tO Set Out acrOSS_the air Space against 
the inner lining a sufficient number of the 
standard size fire bricks, frolm which the 
Outer wall is built, to close any selected 
series of spaces between the lugs. Thus free 
and unobstructed air passages extending in 
auty direction desired can be formed at Will 
at wery little expense since no extra shapes 
are neceSSary. Also, a Wall thus Construct 
ed can readily be sectioned off in either di 
rection as may be advantageous for a par 
ticular inst:allation. For warious reasons it 
is highly desirable to circulate more, air 
t?arOugh a certain area, Or section of the Wall 
than through another section, and it is 
cqually important to be able to change the 
(?:irottl:ution of air from horizontal to verti 
cal. Or wice wers?), as this Will avoid by 
passing cert:ain parts Of the Wall and result 
in an ewem cooling of the lining. The ower 
lapping fla1ages on the bricks of the facing 
will prewr(!lt the air in this circulation of' 
cooling chamber from passing through the 
facing to the combustion clh:umber. If it is 
deemed adwantageQus to admit air into the 
combustion chamber or into the fuel-bed, 
the bricks of as many tiers as may be re 
quired for this purpose may be perforated, 
as shown at 8? (Fig. 1) thus providing air 
ejection passages from the air chamber be 
hind the facing, to the fire. 
ASSuming that the lining has been in 

use and that a suspended brick, for exam 
ple the centrat brick 14 of lfig. 1, " has be 
come cracked for some reason, a replace 
ment, Would be made as follows. First the 
filler brick 20 above and to the left (or 
right) of the damaged brick is removed. 
The absence of cement and the short key 
member 80 of this filler brick permits it to 
be remowed. Without displacing any adja 
cent brick. The filler brick 18 directly above* 
the damaged brick may then be slipped side 
wise, until its flange 88 is cleared of the 
next Owerlapping flange, and finally re 
mowed. Suspended brick 16 to the left (or 
right) of the damaged brick may then be 
forced upward until its lugs 25” are clo:ar 
of the lugs 18. On Supports 12, when it may 
be remowed. This gives sufficient space to 
Slide the damaged brick 14 sidewise, which 
is permitted by the slip joint engagement at 
the meeting edges of the bricks, until its 
side_flange 22 is clear of the adjoining sus 
pended brick 16 whereupon it may be lifted 
from the SupportS and remowed. Replace 

| ment is accomplished by rewersing these 
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steps. It will be observed that if a suspend 
edbrick 16 is damaged it may be remowed 
and replaced by taking out only the filler 
brick abowe it. 

Attention is especially called to the fact 
that the nowel and improwed furnace wall 
described, while of Such thinness that it 
Will heat and cool ewenly, still prowides 
ampleCOnstructional strength and yet Suc 
ceSSfully eliminates structural strains be 
cause of the prOwision for expansion of each 
unit of the Wall both horizontally and wer 
tically. All parts of the wall, in large or 
Small Sections, are free to expand under 
heat, thus_prewenting Spalling at any point 
On the Wall surface howewer uneven the heat 
may be. The air Space, permitting free cir 
culation of air in all directions behind the 
facing of refractory brick, is of importance 
because the thin brick used may be thor 
Oughly -cooled by this circulation and thus 
still maintain their strength. Of equal im 

| portancé | are the overlapped expansion 
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jointS_which provide for a continuity of the 
heat abSOrbing lining and also make a bond 
edbrick construction unnecessary. 
One of the features of the lining that adds 

materially to its efficiency and life resides in 
the mode of Supporting the filler bricks. 
The filler_bricks, due to their position just 
beloWeach horizontal expansion joint, are 
loose in the wall and, like the suspended 
brickS, are comparatively thin. The usual 
Wibration set up by the operation of the fur 
nace is sufficient to shake any insecurely 
Seated brick into the furnace. 'Any appre 
ciable accumulation of clinkers on the inner 
face of these filler bricks tends to ower 
balance them and would eventually tip them 
into the furnace unless securely seated. The 
inclined Surface at the upper edge of the 
underlying row of suspended bricks upon 
which a row of filler bricks is supported 
and the complemental inclined surface at 
the lower edges of the filler bricks, co-act 
to cause the filler bricks continually to graW 
itate outward, especially under jarring or 
wibration, and to counterbalance any exceSS 
Weight .. from clinkers that may be formed 
at the inner or fire face. Thus the entire 
lining remains intact under all" normal con 
ditions of furnace, operation notwithstand 
ing that, apparently, Some brickS are quite 
loose in the wall in order to gain other ad 
wantages hereinbefore described. 

Particular attention is called to the high 
|ly advantageous feature of construction prO 
wided by the brick aprons which have been 
termed Such because of their manner of SuS 
pension, but it should be distinctly under 
stood that the inwention is not limited to 
brick aprons hawing the illustrated Suspen 
sion means but includes within itS *? 
other means for remowably supporting the 
facing wall bricks in Spaced relation to the 
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permanent furnace wall, accordingly in the 
appended claims characterizing features of 
the invention are set forth by the intentional 
use of generic terms and expressions inclu 
Siwe of warious modifications. 
The nature and scope of the invention 

having been indicated, and itS preferredem 
bodiment hawing been specifically described, 
What is claimed as neW, is :- 

1. In combination with a permanent fur 
nace Wall a refractory lining comprising suc 
cessive horizontal, wertically spaced tiers of 
bricks each being' one ík in height, SuS 
pended from the permanent Wall rows of' 
filler brickS Seated loosely in the spaces be 
tween said tiers, and means on the rear edge 
of each, Suspended brick for retaining said 
filler bricks within said spaces. 

2. In a refractory lining for furnace walls 
a rOW Of bricks_comprising adjacent pairs of 
brickS arranged horizontally, each pair com 
pOSed Of one brick hawing 'two front side 
flanges and a rear bottom flange and one 
brick having tWo rear side fianges and a 
rear bottom flange Whereby the adjacent side 
flanges of each two adjoining bricks are 
lapped after assembly. 

8. In a refractOry lining for furnace walls 
a row of bricks.comprising adjacent pairs of 
bricks arranged horizontally, each pair com 
pOSed of one brick hawing ' two front side 
fianges and a rear bottom flange and one 
brick having two rear side flanges and a rear 
bottom flange. Whereby the adjacent side 
fianges of each tWo adjoining 'bricks are 
lapped after aSSembly, and means on said 
?ts for Suspending them on the furnace 
W8ai.I 

, 4. In a furnace wall an outer' wall, a re fractory lining Consisting of a plurality of 
horizontal roWS of brick units, each row 
comprising a plurality of unbonded units 
independently supported on said outer wall 
aSSembled with their lateral edges in ower lapped, Spaged relation, whereby to provide expansion joints permitting lateralTexpan 
sion of each unit independently of every 
other unit in the row, there also being like 
expansion jointS between each row permit 
ting wertical expansion of each unit inde 
pendently of ewery other unit. 

5. A furnace wall construction compris 
ing a permanent Wall and an unbonded re 
fractory lining therefor composed of par 
|allel wertical panels each panel extending 
from top to bottom of the area to be lined 
and each panel being Suspended on said per 
manent wall independently "of each other 
panel, and continuous, wertical Sealed expan 
Sion.joints betWeen said' panels formed by 
Overlapping fdangeS at the meeting edges of 
adjoining panels. ~ 

6. An expansible refractory brick lining 
for furnace walls.consisting of a plurality of 
wertical panels side by side, each panel com 
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orising a plurality of brick units each of 
which is as wideas the panel, loosely engag-- 
ing rabbeted horizontal edges on the adjoin 

units in each panel, and loOSely engaging 
rabbeted werticalledges on the abutting units 
Of adjacent panels. 

'f. An expansible refractory brick lining 
for furnace walls consisting of a plurality of 
wertical panels side by side, each panel com 
prising a plurality of brick units, the unitS 
composing the entire wall being of such_size 
and arrangement as to create continuous hor 
izOntal expansion jointS acrOSS the panels 
and continuous vertical expansion joints be 
tWeen the panels, and each of said joints 
being_sealed by loosely engaging rabbets on 
the edges of units which ?but'' to produce 
Said joints. 

8. A permanent furnace Wall, and a re 
mowable inner lining therefor adapted for 
Operation under Sustained high tempera 
tures, said lining comprising wertically dis 
pOSed horizontal rows each composed of a 
plurality of brick units, each unit of each 
row having on its outer face at least one sis 
pension hug of leSSer width than the width 
of the unit, whereby the lugs in any hori 
zontal row will be in spaced relation to each 
other, and single lining Supporting brick 
members bonded into the permanent Wall, 
projec*ing inwardly therefrom and_posi 
tioned thereower to co-operate with said lugs 
for remowably suspending each brick unit of 
the inner lining in Substantially parallel 
Spaced relation to the permanent Wall. 

9. A furnace wall comprising an inner lin 
ing for operation under sustained hightem 
perature comprising a plurality of brick 
units each having edges which_loosely ower 
lap the edgeS ??? all surrounding units to 
permit free expansion of each unit, in ewery 
direction, a permanent Wall, a plurality of 
projecting supportS at the inner face of said 
permanent wail, and means on the lining 
units for engaging said Supports and hold 
ing the outer face of the lining against the 
inmer faces of the SupportS and in Spaced re 
lation to the inner face of Said permanent 
wall. 

10. A furnace wall comprising a per 
r^anent wall hawing projecting lining Sup 
porting bricks at its inner face, said Support 
ing bricks being Spaced apart both wertically 
and horizontally forming horizontal and 
wertical rows of Spaced. Supports, an inner 
lining of refractory bricks and means on 
Some of the bricks of said lining for Suspend 
ing them from and in front of Said Supports 
providing continuous wértigal and horizontal 
air passages between Said lining and perma 
nent wall. 

11. A furnace wall construction compris 
ing a permanent masonry Wall and a lining 
consisting of horizontal rows of relatively 

85 thin unbonded refractory brick spaced from 
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the inner face of said permanent wall, said 
permanent Wall being constructed of hori 
Zontal rOWS of bOnded brick certain of said 
rOWS hawing bonded therein projecting lin 
ing Supporting brickS, there being a plural 
ity of Such projecting bricks in spaced rela 
tion in each of said bonded rows, certain 
rOWS of said lining bricks being held in said 
Spaced relation to Said permanent_wall by 
Suspension from Said projecting bricks and 
certain other rows of said lining bricks be 
ing held in said spaced relation to said per 
manent. Wall by being Supported upon said 
Suspended lining bricks. 

12. A furnace Wall construction compris 
ing a permanent, Wall and an unbonded re 
fractory lining therefor composed of parallel 
wertical panels each panel consisting of a 
plurality of refractory bricks assembled in 
colummar form, every other brick of said plurality being remowably suspended on said 
permanent Wall and each brick intermediate 
any tWO Suspended bricks being slidingly 
Supported on the Suspended briókimmé?i. 
ately beloW it and Spaced from the suspended 
brick immediately above it. 

18. In a furnace wall construction, a per 
manent Wall and a refractory lining therefor 
COmprising Successive, * spaced, horizontal 
rOWS each composed of unbounded single 
brickS Suspended from the inner face of said 
permanent Wall, and rOWs of umbonded sin 
gle filler bricks, one filler brick directly 
Owerlying each Suspended brick removably 
Supported intermediate said rows of Sus 
pended brick, all of the edges of each com 
bination of suspended and filler bricks bein 
rabbeted for_a lapped engagement of all o 
the meeting edges. 

14. Aim inner facing for furnace Walls 
comprising a plurality of horizontal, werti 
cally Spaced_tiers of brick each tier being 
One brick in height, and each brick of a tier 
hawing a flange at both its upper and lower 
edge projecting into the Spaces between 
tiers, and filler brick seated between said 
tiers and against the brick flanges. 

15. A furnace Wall hawing an outer wall 
provided with forwardly projecting lugs in 
horizontal rows, an inner }|ining comprising 
wertically Spaced ºr substantially ', horizontal 
single rows of bricks suspended from said 
Outer wall lugS by at least one depending 
lug on each of the bricks, a row of umbond 
ed filler bricks in the space between each 
rOW of Suspended bricks, , and means for 
seating said filler bricks on $aid suspended" 
bricks in a manner to cause the filler bricks 
to tend to grawitate toward the outer face 
of the lining. 

16. A furnace wall hawing an outer wall 
provided with forwardly t? lugs in 
horizontal rows, an inner lining comprising 
wertically spaced substantially horizontal 
single rows of brickS suspended from Said 
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outer Wall lugS by at least One depending 
lug on each of the bricks, a row of remow 
able filler bricks in the space between each 
row of suspended bricks all seated thereon, 
and said filler bricks forming any row also 
abutting on their outer faces against por 
tions of the Suspended bricks in any adja 
cent rOw. 

17. In a furnace Wall construction, a per 
manent Wall and a refractory lining there 
for comprising a plurality of Separate, wer 
tically aSSociated units each composed of 
a single Suspended brick and’a single filler 
brick the latter being remowably Seated 
abowe and on the former, and meams pro 
jecting from the inner face of said perma 
nent Wall and from the outer face of each 
Suspended brick for interengagement to Sus 
pend each unit from said permanent Wall 
independently of each other unit, the pro 
portion between the wertical spacing of said 
projecting means on the permanent Wall and 
the height of the suspended brick being Such 
as to permit the removal of a filler brick 
without disturbing the position of either ad 
jacent, Suspended brick. 

18. In combination with a permanent fur 
nace wall a refractory lining comprising 
Successive horizontal, wertically Spaced Sin 
gle rows of bricks suspended frorm the per 
manent Wall, each row of Suspended bricks 
hawing its upper edge face in a plane that 
slopes downwardly and outwardly, and roWS 
of filler bricks of substantially the same 
thicknesS as said suspended brickS Seated 
loosely in said spaces, each row of filler 
bricks hawing its lowe1' edge face in a plane 
to engage said sloping upper edge face on a 
row of Suspended bricks and having its inner 
face in the plane of Said lining. 

19. A non-metallic furnace Wall compris 
ing a permanent brick Wall hawing Spaced 
lining supporting · brickS hawing flat inner 
ends projecting from its inner face in .Suc 
cessi we horizontal rows, and a relatively 
thin lining comprising a plurality of aSSem 
bied units each unit hawing means for SuS 
pension from said projecting brickS prO 
widing for an engagement with the inner 
ends of said projecting bricks whereby to 
Space said thin lining from the permanent; 
Wall, there being expansion joints between 
adjacent sides of all the lining units so that 
each lining unit is expansible in ewery di 
rection independent of each other lining 
unit. . 

20. In combination with a permanent 
furnace Wall an inner lining therefor con 
structed of Successive horizontal rows of 
brick units each unit comprising One brick 
Suspended from a built in Support on the 
inner face of the permanent wall and an 
other brick resting on and wholly supported 
by the Suspended brick, and said rows of 
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units being spaced rrom each other werti 
cally to accommodate expansion. 

21. A furnace Wall construction compris 
ing_a permanent Wall hawing a plurality of 
built-in Spaced projecting SupportS, and an 
'inner lining composed of a plurality of 
horizontal roWS of brick units each unit 
consisting of a lower brick hawing a rear 
formation adapted to interlock With at least 
One of Said projecting SupportS and be rig 
idly supported thereby and an upper brick 
unengaged with said projecting Supports, the 
lower edges of said lower bricks in one row 
and the upper edges of Said upper brickS 
in the underlying roW being owerlapped. 

22. In a furnace Walla lining having a 
heat-resisting face comprising a plurality of 
refractory unitS assembled in Wall formation 
hawing_their adjacent edges Owerlapped to 
form slip-type joints, and means for sup 
porting Said units spaced from each other 
both horizontally and wertically to provide 
for free lateral and wertical expansion be 
tWeen any pair of said units. 

28. A heat-resisting facing for permanent 
furnace Walls comprised of a plurality of 
refractory brickS_supported on the perma 
nent Wall and a plurality of refractory filler 
bricks, each filler brick being located wer 
tically betWeen tWo supported bricks, and 
the abutting edges of said filler and sup 
ported bricks abowe and below each filler 
brick being oblique to the plane of the facing 
in such dffection that thé filler bricks tend 
to grawitate OutWard when seated between 
each said two supported bricks. 

24. A heat-resisting facing for permanent 
furnace Walls comprising a plurality of hori 
ZOntal roWS of members certain of which 
are refractory bricks_supported on the per 
manent Wall and others of Which are re 
fractory filler bricks located between two 
roWS_of the Supported bricks, each row of 
filler brickShawing its upper and lower edges 
Sloping_doWnWardly and outWardly and the 
rOWS Of Supported bricks abowe and below 
hawing their lower and upper edges respec 
tively sloping downwardly and outWardly in 
a like manner Whereby each row of filler 
brick is caused to continually set more firmly 
into, the facing, and each of said supported 
brickS above_hawing a depending portion to 
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be engaged by the underlying filler brick 
to keep it in the plane of the lining. 

25. 'Alining for furnace walls_comprising 
a plurality.of wertigal panels each composed 
of a plurality of refractory bricks certain of 
Which are, filler brick built into the panel 
8at.spaced interwals, the seating of said'filler 
brick between adjacent refractory bricks of 
the panel being on edge surfaces that slope downwardly and outwardly and against'a 
rear flange on at least one of the adjacent rgfractory bricks whereby to retain said 
filler brick in place without bonding. 
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26. A furnace Wall construction compris 
ing a permanent Wall and an unbonded re 
fractory brick facing therefor, Said perma 
nent Wall and said facing each hawing hori 
ZOntally spaced members projecting sub 
stantially from the.plane of the front face 
of the Wall and from the plane of the rear 
face of the facing for interengaging with 
eagh other and remowably, suspending cer 
tain of the bricks of said facing in a plane 
in front of the members projecting from the 
permanent Wall and maintaining the entire 
facing Spaced a Substantial distance from the 
front face of the permanent Wall, 

27. In a furnace Wall construction a per• 
manent Wall and a refractory lining com 
prising Successive Spaced horizontal roWS of 
unbonded overlapping bricks, means for SuS 
pending said bricks from the permanent 
Wall, and intermediate rows of umbonded 
owerlapping filler bricks. 

28. In combination with a permanent fur 
nace Wall, an inner facing therefor con 
sisting of a plurality of refractory memberS 

| assembled in horizontal roWs as a Wall, each 
row comprising a plurality of Said members 
and means for Suspending independently 
the members in alternate rows from the per- · 
manent Wall and for Supporting the mem 
bers in the relas... i.ng rOWS upon the mem 
bers of said Suspended rows, all joints be 
tWeen said members being loose to prowide 
for free expansion both laterally and 
wertically. ? 

29. A refractory lining for furnaces com 
prising brickS built in SucceSSive tiers and 
Supported in a manner to prowide ; hori 
Zontal expansion joints between adjacent; 
tiers, the filler bricks along the top of each 
tier and immediately below each expansion 
joint being Seated on a doWnWardly and out 
Wardly inclined Surface to cause said brickS 
continually to gravitate outwardly and to 
remain Seated under the normal conditions 
of furnace operation tending to throw them 
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manent Wall under expansion, there being 
expansion joints between adjacent meeting 
edges of all the unitS So that each unit is 
expansible in every direction independently 
of each other unit. 
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inWardly, and means to restrain the filler ) 
brickS so Seated from gravitational mowe 
ment out of the plane of the lining. ~ 

80. A furnace wall hawing an outer Wa 
prowided with forwardly projecting lugs in 
horizontal rOWS, an inner lining comprisin 
wertically spaced horizontal Single rows o 
bricks. Suspended from Said outer wall lugs 
by at least one depending lug on each of the 
bricks, and a single row of filler bricks in 
each Space betWeen adjacent rows of SuS 
pended bricks. 

81. A furnace Wall construction compris 
ing a permanent Wall and a refactory lining 
therefor composed of a plurality of brick 
units, said permanent Wall and said units 
hawing co-operating means engaging each 
other by frictional contact only for inde 
pendently Supporting said units and per 
mitting them to shift relatively to the per 


